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PLATE I 
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INTRODUCTION

la the br@ad.est sense this thesis claims that all 
ocaeeptsj, events0 and ©bjects which ©cm© t@ oar attention 
are relatedV ©$* can be 9, by saggestl#n o The dimemsicms @f 
suggestion are amdefined andg I suspect9 almost unlimited.. 
The us®g by creative individuals* of simile9 analogy* and 
metaphor serves to point this out0• The poet* for instance* 
not only indicates similarities between things customarily 
regarded as similar but is in the delightful habit of ' - • 
pointing oat-similarities between things most dissimilar0 

Soane s comparison of the souls of lovers to the two legs - 
of a compass and Shakespeare8s ■ likeaing of the blood on a 
dagger te:breeches which the weapon wears:ar® two eases la 
pointo The prosaic mind and the prejudice of tradition 
combine to make some comparisons mere acceptable than 
others bat* notwithstanding* the creative mind will continue 
to parade before the world that wondrous knowledge it alone 
can produceo

It would be well t© point out her® that comparison 
Is not equivalence^ Things=in=thems©lv@s ©an never be 
equivalent te ether things-ia^themselves bat they d®* never™ 
theless* overlap one another in human thought and feeling» 
This is the beauty of poetry* that it acquaints particulars

mailto:br@ad.est


aniversal
Z©r© sp@©if'i©ally this tla©sis will attempt t® s$a®w 

th© aestlaeti© r © la t i ® b ship between the arts g amd. that a 
happy hb1 ®b may fe® effected b®tw®@m those most el®s@ly 
relatedo Fartisalar atteatiom will be givea t® the rela= 
tionship of poetry and paimtiago

0 b@ might logloally ©moouater the problem of r®la= 
tiag poetry and palatlag by begimaiag with verbal aad visaal 
o®mmHBieati®B la general* The raw material of their everyday 
experiences in terms of verbal and n@n°verbal eommianieation 
is an essential ingredient in the work of most-painters and 
poets * The' scope of this thesis however» is limited to what 
these artists may do with this raw material| how they may 
enhance the meaning and strengthen the effect and interest 
of those ordinary experiences and commonplace perceptions 
which normally fade rapidly from the realm of significance 
when left to the oasnal or indifferent observer*

The method of approach here as t@ how the artist cam 
accomplish this vital transformation ©f the ordinary9 is 
based on the assumption that the more perceptual material of 
different orders |visiaal8 tactile0 aaral9 etc*) which can be 
effectivelv accommodated in an art work the greater the 
possibility that the experience expressed will be complete* 
This tendency toward completeness may also strengthen the 
total effect of the work*



Effectively is, of ©@tarse9 the key w©rd0 Yet it 
mtist be left t© th® artists8 discretion to- select asad fuse 
just these pereeptiesas whioh will best serve his iateutioms 
and still effer t© the per@lp.ieat a probable ®xp@ri©ae@o 
Many events that are meaningful t© the artist imping® not 
only on his sens® of sight but also ®a his sense of hearing 
and his other senses as well (including his "poetic sense")o 
To limit his expression of those events to an art form that 
is restricted primarily to ©a® sense organ will inevitably 
interfere with the ability to express'th© experience as a 
wholeo The complete, sensual expression of an experiences 
when realizedB would thus seem to bring with it am increase 
la comprehensibility and a.more adequate means of attracting 
and holding interest 0 But again, these advantages of com
pleteness are mot automatic and must depend on how well the' 
work is domeo

Objectively, viewed, th® emphasis in this thesis upon 
the union ©f poetry and painting is arbitraryo According to 
on® 8 s personal preference or limited knowledge any aesthetic 
unity of the arts may.be rationally argued or artistically 
realised* These preferences and limitations, however, run 
the risk of omitting significant sensual material that could 
be creatively organized to the benefit of am experience which 
included this material *

Little will be said of the aural and mobile aspects



of pee try la the following pages 0 . T M s  sacrifice ®f soundg 
music' and Terbal drama tO,.’S’isiual pres©ntati©iri precludes any 
diseassioB ©f.many interesting artistic possibilities^ e 0goa 
tMe ' special^ as©' of slid® pro jections and tap© recordingsg 
masi©ai' instram©EtatioB„ and motion pictures„ and the eon” 
eomitasat art is tie problems of - ” t im@ o11 1 b spit© of these 
imposed limitati©HS0 however8 it is hoped that this thesis 
:wili .e®Btribate0 in seme small mfeasares t© the aim of 
enlarging ereatlv© expression t© include and produce “totalM



Chapter 1

WESTERH TH0W&HT All AESTHETIC ATTITUDE

. The kBowledg© &t the ameiesats was perfeeto How 
perfeet? At first they did met yet km®w that there 
were t hi mgs o; This is the most perfeet kmewledge? 
m@thing earn he added0 Next they knew there were 
things bat did not yet make distinctions between them* 
Hext they made distinctions between th©m9 bat did met 
yet pass jadgmemt apon them* When.jadgment was 
passed Ta® was destroyed0 With the destruction of Ta® 
individual preferences earn© into beingo

from Chaang Taa

Western Thought .
The legacy of the early Greeks has left as in 

command of the earth and destitute of integrity o All 
things are in their places except the creatures that have 
pat them there 0

For man the line of least resistance has been, the 
general trend* War is easier than under standings, envy 
more facile than the recognition of worth, and the cat@= 
gory a simple instrument that enables him to f®rg@ the 
rigors of independent thought*

The category9 for all its value as a convention 
for simplification, should be realised as simply a help= 
ful device and not the truth it is often taken for*
Imagine a child on a nature hike* He sees a pine tree

1



a Bad. says, "Look at the wonderful oak! 11 to which th© o©b~ 
s©i@Bti©us nature eoanselor repr©aehes9 MIt is net am ©aks 
it is a pin©o51 Thereem fellows a comparative analysis of 
the two species» Are we satisfied? The child probably 
happily appreciates the information but them again he may 
be bewilderedo After all, they are both trees and0 even 
mere than thatg he might have seen something in the pine 
tree that cmriowsly suggested to him an ©ak0 If he is to 
be a carpenter he is benefited| if he is a poet he may be 
sttmted and stmltifiedo

Analysis and synthesis make fine mechanics and 
technicians9 bat is .induction and deduction all there is 
t® logic? If it is9 then from whence comes invention?
T® what are we to attribute new knowledge? After all, 
analysis is simply the breaking down of what we already 
knew into its constituent parts* and synthesis is the 
re©onstraction' of the whole through the proper under* 
standing of the relationships of the parts 0 I submit that 
there is a third principle of M thoughtH of* logic^ that can 
account for the change of results in man8s endeavor to 
apprehend r®ality9 a principle which accounts for art as 
well as creative science* a principle which gives birth to

iQf0 Brewster G-hiselin* The Creative Process* 
University of California Press* (Berkeley* 1952) 9 ppd^El*



ereatiares ef the mind that are ©ft©ra masked with absiardlty 
aad elothed with laeehgre±tyg idea's,-' and expressions we 
initially abhor and finally sabmit te0 This is the prin==

Sake®s the sis is the revelation of new relations 
between things, eventsg or eoaeepts. that creates a new. 
attitade, mood,, or system of knowledgeo It does this by 
a mental process which is at one® passively cognitive and 
actively contemplative<, Some may object to this coinage as 
being redundant, sine© this is also the function of syn= 
thesiSs The answer would be that if this is what is meant 
by synthesis then there is no problem, but there is also 
another, important and common sense of synthesis which must 
be distinguished, and that is mechanical reconstruction or 
technical r@eonstituti@n0 In this sense the desired 
effect, io®o, the unity of the whole, has been learned 
and is known beforehando I have' chosen to use the concept 
of suggesthesis net only because it makes this distinction 
but because it is descriptive of the process involved<,

■S a gge s the sis is obviously derived from the word 
suggest, and this is the key to its function as a knowledge™ 
producing agento Perceived things, ©vents, and precepts 
are constantly suggesting to us hundreds of new relation™ 
ships and meanings, but in our usual state of mind we 
ignore them, do net realise the®, and select only those



which we have been tagglit are’ aeeeptabl© or “logical?l 0 In 
©:rd.®r £:@v this new knowledge, to' mak® its characteristic 
suddeB appearamoe it., is Beoessary to forget temporarily„ . 
mot renounce. ■.everything we haw® learned, amd enter a . 
state of imt® 11 eetmal passivity,d Passiwe cemtemplatiom 
seems t© allotr existemee to pass before, ome-8s eyes in all 
its wealth of meaning^; In a state of smggesthesis pr.oha- ■ 
hility is mot limited . to the customary eoneltasions of 
imferemoes'mor.o as has been poimted outs, is the mind . 
motiwa.ted' by .a nr lor i- e @m siderat i @ms^ at least mot intern™ 
tieiaallyo. Sime® the smggestiwe mode, which is. neither:• 
strictly- induetiwe nor- deductive, produces new- insights., 
both In .science«.and art it. is reasonable to- assume there .i.s: 
a' different kind, of logic that operates in such production0 

.. . > : What the laws of this logic are, if indeed there'
■ are- any 'such flaws", it. is mot the purpose of this.; thesis 
to imwestigate@^, I wish here only to lay a foundation 

, of thought upon which to:raise- ■ the superstruetmre- of the . 
following arguments o - -

The - two chief-points ,:I . wish-to emphasize are theses 
1-)'. C-ategories; are simply -fhnctiohal symbols whose chief 
value., -lies in making our liw.es less difficult<, They , are

- Ifor discussions relating to this,matter the 
reader may refer to' a series of essays in Creativity and 
Its Cmltiwation.» (ho , H. Anderson, edo, Harper and Brothers, 
HoYo, 1955)9 partlcularly the essay "Traits of Greatlwlty"
by Jo Po Guilfordo " , v ; ;



. ’ 5
$3 0 1 saored; nor ar© th.@y immsatab!© o They are Inevitably 
transgressed in ©reative'thought or aetion0 2) Traditi©nal 
logi© ©a.nn©t aoeoant for the ©r eat ion of new knowledge or 
works- of art 0 Suggesthesis is a kind of logi© that can 
produo© these new realities by active selection while in a 
state of passive perceptiono It is inference in a state of 
phantasyo It is motivated by a passionate search for a new 
universe that contains the same old facts„ It is the art 
of transmitting and transmuting what we have not knownc

-By way of illustration on© might turn to the;poetry 
of Robert Frost which I feel most aptly exhibits this pr©~ 
cess-0 Howevers, I would be more Justified in choosing 
one of my poems for this purpose,, since another poet may 
. have his own ideas about the construction of his work o'

The form and content of the following poem arrived 
with the swiftness of a- cliche0 Yet an analysis of the poem 
does'not allow any theory of "spontaneity" or "inspiration" 0 

Apparently many diverse perceptions? unimportant when taken 
singly? yielded their more appropriate suggestions to am 
inexorable? though not constant? contemplative process0 

These 1perceptions9 with their entourage of suggestions? 
coupled with a process demanding consistency constitutes 
s ugg e s the sis, Tor this reason the poem below has been 
chosen as ah example of what may result from the operation



of the smggestie pris.elple0 ,

Araessg the Flowers
Lift that stem®
and see the place
where it has.said, „

. "l love the .earth 0M
A smooth amevem 
crash of weight,, 
a poetry of pressure . \

. lies among the. flowers 0;
There8s me eye 
-mer fondling heart 
here*. >. = Just a 8Tittl@ 8 
loBgimg.for a. 8larger8 * ,

The first oomaemt of the "logical" mind is, "That8s 
not love, that8s gravity*" I would not argue against that, .
but I wonder what they called it before we "had" gravity?

The first suggestion ®f the poem is that there is a ..
bond of love even between minerals 0 This serves to break
down the concept of love as a category reserved for man 
alone0 The suggestions following this in the first two 
stanzas are that this love of earth for earth is similar 
to human love I it is both smooth and uneven? it is. passion™ 
at® as indicated by "crush of weight" and "lies among the 
flowers" (which have the additional suggestion of an antrue 
lover) * The suggestion in the last stanza, however, eontra=» 
diets this by saying that the usual organic vehicles of love 
are lacking * The final suggestion, overlapping with the 
above in the third line of the last stanza, tells exactly



what this 81 ©t© 8 is all ahoiats lev© is the desire of all 
thimgs t© increase themselves0 Beeatas© ©f .this desire the 
earth is larger for the'stoae; the stem© is larger for the 
©artho This p@©m ais® makes the ssaggestioa that it is the 
smaller entity which ©reates the. impression ©b the largero 

This explanatien dees met tell as anything aboat 
saggesthesis any more than the poem9' which is not abeat 
saggesthesis» bat it does serve t© show how saggesthesis 
as an effect is contained within poetry0 To a mind ©pen 
t© a living anivers© there is never any endo Genelusions 
become hints and hanohes; life a series of overlapping 
barriers9 and barriers § trees against the san0

Western Aesthetic Attitad©
. It is hoped that the parpose of the preceding 

section is apparent 0. A, ©altar© which has been conditioned 
to think categorically, to put things in bottles and then 
label them, is inclined to ignore any existing elements 
or forces that might shatter these precious vessels0 The 
elements of association and suggestion are but the fussy 
fringes of such minds and are only used by the ©reative 
mind in its impassioned search for newness and changeo

This is most clearly evinced in aesthetics, where 
categories of art are discussed as independent entities.



©Bough, @n whether they are "pur© * 1 or "eombimed.", and to 
what ©xteBto3-

■J'or this r@as©B I d.® net oh@#s@ t@ speak @f a®s= 
thetie "synthesis"* T© take what are considered indep©B=

‘ "i : ' . 'dent art forms and pot them in a larger h@tt.le and label 
it ©pera, ballet, or drama may fee a kind ©? synthesis, feut 
it gives n© indication at all @f the aesthetic character @f 
a combined art form* Soeh a synthesis or viewpoint of 
aesthetics results in such statements as the followings 
"a greater degree of complexity 'in the arts will naturally 
result from their ©©mbiaatioB*"2 This appears t© be true 
and, in a sense, - is,' but when such statements lead to the 
conclusion that "all we can say of the arts is that if they 
stay within their respective scope and limitations they will 
become more adequate expressive languages and, other 
things being equal, they will create more successful works 
of art than if they encroach on on© another’s territory,"3 
then the implication is that the combination of the arts 
creates complexity and that complexity interferes with the 
creation and appreciation of art works* This manner of

         *— —  .

3-Aram Torossian, A Guide to Aesthetics, Stanford 
University Press, (Stanford University, California, 1937)a
pp* 1 6 0 =1 6 %*

2 Ibid.o, p* l6 l *
3xbld* * p* 1 6 #*

mailto:h@tt.le


thinking8 to a great degree is ©haraet©ristie @f 
Western aesthetic attitiad©0.

• Gan we accept saeh a view of art as either trtae ©r 
adequate^ In the first place on© can ©btain aesthetic 
satisfacticn from a single work @£ art, say a painting, 
iast becams® of the fact that it is, complex rather than 
simpleo In the second place, in an art work it is'not- only 
the ecmplexity we respond t® bat also the relative simpll™- 
city of the order imposed mp@m the complexityo It- is this 
fasing of diverse elements into a whole, a whole dedicated 
to more than itself, that constitutes the aesthetic ©xp@r== 
ience and not the combination of separate elements to form 
a separate entity as is suggested by the concepts .of.com=

■ • syntK@sls.. '/and jg
In analysis or synthesis the part is all important 

in itselfo Saggesthesis goes beyond bottles-and parts § it 
-creates a whole that, is even more than a whole which is. 
greater than the sum ©f its parts, it creates a whole that 
is more than itself f -it speaks of ether.things» A painting; 
a poem, or a piece of music-may be appreciated simply as a 
formal entity; it may be enjoyed as an expression of re= 
ality or phantasy, simple or complex; both form and content 
may be grasped together? bat, even more than this, a work of 
art can reach into the recesses of the mind and bring t©= 
gether thoughts and feelings heretofore unassociated. An



art work therefore tends to'unify experiences that it does 
not directly embody0 It might be well if aesthetieians ©f 
our tradition would consider this <> '

And yet there are some who do<> There are some 
whose discourse on art is* perhaps, less erudite and yet 
mere understanding ©f the essential mature of the arts 0 
Bo Hi ©riggs is such a man 0 He says, "Let,it be noted 
that poetry can carve its marble statues [and paint its 
colorful pictures], though with less power and by other 
methods than sculpture [and p a i n t i n g ^ H e  sees clearly 
enough that "poetry must 0 0 o depend upon association and 
suggestion for its carrying power in desoriptiejau * 2  and, 
conversely, that painting must depend upon the same 
elements to "carry a definite mood and thought", to eon.” 
vey to the imagination what the eye has seen 0

Of significance is,. I think, that among all those 
interested in.the arts, the connoisseurs, aesthetieians 
and art lovers in general, none will he found who will 
condemn a "pure" or "simple" art form itself, i »e », 
painting,' music, ©r poetry, altheugh they do pass judgment

•̂ Eo Ho Griggs, The Philosophy of Art, B, ¥o Huebsch 
flew York, 1913)o Pe 229o The whole chapter, "Relation™ 
ship of Poetry to Sculpture and Painting", should be read 
in this - regardo •

^Ibido o  p 0 232 o  "



ap@m iadlvlclmal art works within those media 0 . However „
it is. mot mnustaal to find among these people some who 'will 
eemcLenm, ea.tegerieally,. entire art . forms of the "eomblmed" 
matiar©o I 'think .primarily ©f the opera in this eanneetion, 
and of the yehemenee of orities ever since the ’'Romantic11 
.period in dehommoimg the efforts o f ■the creative genius 
©f Wagner o ' ■ ■ -

With this attitude of a "place for.everything and 
everything in its place" so firmly: entrenched in the mind 
of "Western mam" it is no wonder that aesthetic unities 
are at a premium =' " ; • ' . ■ ■ ■ .

"^The arts are one,9 Romantic theorists maintained, 
"because all the arts express the same underlying human 
mature and, beneath that„: the great spirit of the uni= 
verse =■ their apparent differences are only superficial 0 8 
This may sound .vague and oversimplified' to the we 11-' '
regulated mindj, but it does give a hint of the' right 
direction to be taken by artists who feel cheated by the 
limitations: imposed on their expression- by their -"eh©sen"
mediae y : : v : 'V - :

These, limitations .and how they may be bridged or • 
dove^tailed with the limitations of other mediums by the

;■ 1 Thomas Hunro, Toward Science in Aesthetic s.,-
Liberal Arts Press, (New York, 1956), p» h23o



: ;'''" y ''. '.' '' -::: ^
MSBgg©sti@ 9 process will be diseussed in a later ehaptero 
It is saffieiemt te.' eomclude this chapter with the thought 
©f.Thomas Munro3 "The growth of art-is a constant - breaking 
down of limits and finding of new ai#s »' 0 « 11

1Ibidoo p. 2 8 0



Chapter II

c h i h e s e; t h o u g h t ah d ae st he tic a t t i t o b e

• ; In paimtlag there is. poetry | In
poetry there is painting0

' Chinese saying3-

West Meets Bast
After having touehed' tapon the inhibitions in Western 

thought that make, ae.sthetie unity difficult9 and before 
proceeding Into the more immediate practical problems- 
inherent in the unity, of poetry and painting, we will eon= 
slder briefly■the character of Chimese thought and aesthetic 
attitude o " '

The Chinese hare been chosen because these people 
ha-re produced the most significant example of a successful 
unity ef-poetry and painting and because the basis of their 
mental reaction' to life has been in strong contrast to ;
that of Western peopleso: The historic admixture of 
Buddhism, ■Taoism, and Confucianism .has produced a people 
that, are,' generally ̂ speaking, distrustful of systematic

^Chinng Yee, “The- Chinese Fainter11, Daedulus.
May, 1957,-Po Zkf*. - . '

13
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thimgs.g li3.gh.ly noB-meehaHistlCg a sad exceptionally ethieal 
''in regarding ' the ; Mfaetsr’ @f existence^ In general they 
abhor unpleasant things ("Ashean11 Realism I'- and are inclined 
t© .ignore'themo They are averse t© categories; they.seek 
to tinite epp®sites; and9 abeve all,, they have an affinity 
for natar© which is 9 unhappily, rare in the We s'to As 
Laurene© Binyon put it9.

The continuity of the tm'ivarse, the perpetual 
stream,©f change through its matter, are accepted as 
things of nature, felt in the heart and not merely 
learnt as the conclusions ©f a delving science* 0«.• 
Wot the glory of the naked human form, t© Western 
art the noblest and most expressive of symbols; not 

: the proud and conscious assertion of the human 
: personality; but, instead of these, all thoughts which 
lead us out from ourselves into the universal life, 
hints of the. infinite, whispers from the secret.

' sources -mountains, waters, mists, flowering trees,
■ whatever tells' of power and preseeaoes mightier than 
- ourselves s these are the themes dwelt upon, cherished,, 

and preferredo ' ... ■

V/ This manner of approaching, the universe,' under’the
titles of Tao, Gh8an, and Zen, has been trying to find its
way in Western art for at least the past fifty years. The
Imagist movement ■in poetry captured the spirit but soon

^■Painting in the Par East, Edward Arnold and Co,,
 1: III r-rm— cammm wawiMMg— > ■nrn.inn-i. ''■CTWiain-rrpmii.ni. « «193^, p O , :

' ' ' ^William Carlos Williams, The Selected Essays of
William Carlos Williams<■ (Random House, N , Y„, 195^)»
Po, 283c '. K ■ . '■ ■ ■■■ X



' V  - ■■  ̂ ■ \  1 5dissolved "beeause of .its lack of structure „ More 
reeently the "action painters" felt the pull of this 
appealing-feree-, and .though they grasp the spirit and 
often have the structure, they are essentially studio 
painters who do not take the time to become fully saturated 
with: the subject matter, they intend to express (whenever 
they have.that intention)0

The aetion painters are by their ©wh admission 
engaged in. Ma struggle for order .almost as intuitive as 
the initial ehaos with which £theirJ paintings begin0 
The personal remarks of some of these painters..are/
revealingo ' "i line them ^paintings up against the wall -

. . - ' ' - . of my studioo Some speak; some do not» They are my
mirrors„ They■tell .m© what X am like at the moment„
Another says, "An engrossment in the process of changing
formal relations is the painter8s method of relieving t
his' self=c©ns©:i'©usness«."3 Still another- sayss 110 o 0X have
no desire to e.ommuni©ate with everyone;, only with those

:/ % ' . , who se thoughts and feelings are related to my own a

1The Museum of Modern Art, The lew American 
Painting, (N:o. Y ,, 1959)„' P« ° - - • -

" : ̂ Xbldo, .Wlillam' Baziotesi p> 20
^Ibido, James Brooks, p, 24
^Xbido, Adolph Gottlieb, p „ 36 =
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It appears tkoisgh tk® actiora paisaters have the spirit
of immediacyc the meaning ef the spirit0 1 ce = 0 its. relation 
to a pereeived oaiverse, has been broken down by the over
powering mental habit of the West into Ma eenseiens asser== 
tiem of human personalityo11 The result is the worship of 
style or personal idiom for its own sake 0

Tap vs<. hogioal Positivism
■ Perhaps this strong attraction for the oriental 

monism of Tao and Zen is caused by the ever-increasing 
influence of Positivism^ in our Western worldo Positivism^ 
for all its interest in the artsy may be termed "Negativism 
The positivist is in the process ©f further fragmenting 
our existence, this time by repudiating-as meaningful 
anything which Is not empirically verifiable or analytically 
true o Moreover, any expression.or statement must have a 
meaning criterion for the positivist, io@o, it must bring 
with it a method for validation ©Is®, it is meaningless*
®n@ wonders how that statement is to be validated0 With 
this mental orientation it is little wonder that the

tPor 4n. excellent, discussion of the Positivist 
viewpoint,., especially in relation to language, one can 
refer to A* J * Ayer8s Language„ Truth and Logic (Victor 
Go 1 lanes Ltd*, London,' i-953), particularly pp 0 -78-79 and 
the section on Monism and Pluralismo-
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positivists regard. - th© expressieBS of art and art eriti= 
©ism as meaninglesss art does not offer us any form of 
knowledge, truth, or reality that ©an he verified, with 
the possible exception of philosophie .poetry, nor, say 
the positivists, ©an they offer this0 A string quartet, 
therefore, is merely sounds arising from horsehair being 
drawn across catguto. -

It may seem that this view of positivism is extreme 
but it is true, nonetheless, that many, philosophers and 
scientists hold this view. It can hardly be doubted, 
though, that there are some positivists who sincerely 
enjoy a symphony, a painting, and perhaps even ^nonsense 
poetry1’ or surrealism« Maybe the ©vocation of delight is, 
in itself, sufficient validation for an art work.

The point here is that with the increasing concern 
over sense data and sense contents and the meaningful 
validation of these in expression, the. universe of creative 
expression has been so oomdemsed in terms of respeotability 
that the creative artist feels the need to turn to a 
philosophy that Interprets experience more broadly, Indeed, 
it has been a long-standing argument that the logical 
positivists define experience too narrowly0 Fainting,
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pootry» masie» and. Intelligent conversation of any kind 
all go beyond mere sens© data and empirical verification*
One must consider organization, composition, personal 
revelation, and the values of interpersonal relations <.
In short, it is necessary to become involved with . 
sugg @ s the si s in order .to expand the "meaning” of experience * 
A s .long as positivism per se is a reputable mode of defin
ing the meaning of experience, the artist will feel the 
need of turning to systems of thought less constructive, 
more vague, and wider in scope for his creative stimulus *
■ , It is only natural, therefore, that many Western

artists turn to Chinese historical thought as a base for 
a practicing aesthetic* As Binyon says, "Of all the 
nations ©f the East, the Chinese 0.* •» have- shown the 
strongest aesthetic instinct, the fullest and richest 
imagination, and this cam largely be attributed to 11 La® 
Tzu, the mystic, the-proelaimer of paradoxes, the man of 
imagination, the seer, " 2  and the founder of Tao, which 
inspired the individual soul t® be free from social and 
cultural inhibitions * In the philosophy of Tao the

•̂Fainting in the Far East, p* 7»
2 Ibid0, p» 6 3 =
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artist finds the j@y of creativity restricted ©nly by his 
eira desire for fermi "I'ellew diligently the Way in yonr 
own heart Q o = From Tae also comes the love ©f nature 
as a total entity* something which has an all-pervading 
spirita a source of everything and a destination for 
everythingo Given something to express besides our own 
personalities* and the freedom to express it'in any way 
we wisha it is m© wonder that many occidental artists have 
been drawn to the spirit of Tao0

This tendency of the traditional Chinese mind to 
regard nature as a single unit* and its reluctance to take 
categories s©ri®asly g'- led the-. Chinese to create an aesthetic 
amity of poetry and painting epitomised by the work of the 
great T 8amg and Sung mas ter s-o Ohlamg Yee* speaking of 
Sung .painting*' writes * ’’This nature painting did net spring 
from any scientific study of nature* but developed:out of 
Chinese' nature poetry and mature prose.o A great master
piece of Chinese, painting was thus distilled from a blend 
of philosophies9 poetry* calligraphy and the highly 
individual Chines© mediums

•®"Lao TzM o 
'.2y©e* The Chinese Fainter* p 0 2^5°
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It is necessary at this point to make the distinc

tion .hetween poetry/in.its broadest ,sense and'poetry as a 
literary form, for the term poetry is almost always used 
by Western critics'in connection with Chines© painting in 
its. larger sens© o Poetry in most writings concerned with 
oriental painting usually refers to mood, a sensitiy© 
expression of'essentials^ or a .quiet vague suggestion of 
an atmosphereo

The..parallel' has been drawn, between the thought of 
Wordsworth and that of the Sung artists? 11 v o • the verse 
of the English poet is thoroughly congenial to the poets . 
and artists of the Sang 0 o o the conception of nature was 
a permeating thought of the age, explicit in the doctrine 
of.eontemplatioh taught b y .the Zen seeto"^ Particularly' 
in landscape painting, with' which 'the Sung painters were 
primarily concerned, . is the comparison of painting and 
poetry most a p t Mln the domain of painting, landscape 
may be compared to a lyric or elegy0 The materials of 
landscape lend themselves more easily than any other 
materials to the control of the artist!s mood0 They accept

^Binyon, p 0 l M
^his includes ■ paintings of-birds, ahlmals', insects 

flowers,'; etc», many of which are poetic ally rendered 0 •



I! 1 ■the. impress of his feeling more readily«,
This relation of mood to natural elements was 

fully realized by the distinguished "p©et=painSer" of 
the T 8ang dynasty Wang Wei (699“759) » Tt was he who es
tablished the Southern School in China which was to find 
its ultimate fulfillment during the preceding Sung period* 
His pictures were of the same stamp as his poetry; he
sought to interpret the mood and not record facts* In

' / . a sense9 as he was the originator of ah impressionistic
• style (although without the scientific imterest- of ■ 
nineteenth Century Trench impressionism), he may be cott- 
sidered the Monet of Chinese painting*

The school he foundedg known as the "Literary 
Man 9 s Painting of China and Japan, 11 produced ”a kind of 
art which has as little reference as possible to external 
fact and relies entirely on Tague suggestions of poetic 
mood * * -6 ”5- " * - * * the painter relies less on Inventive 
design than on the subtle powers of association* choosing

^Blmyon, p* 1 -̂6 *
. ^Had the .interests of the '“impressionists” been 

more poetic and less concerned with the objective use of 
pigment to create, effects-of light they might possibly 
have developed a stronger„ more lasting movement *'

^Binyon, p* 16 *



just; the elements which will evoke the mood which posses
sed himself o  '1"*"

: Another aspect o-f Sung art that relates poetry and
painting is the development of the rello The late Count 
Enrico Costa suggested that the great landscape scrolls 
■ of 'hsia Kuei and ,Ea Yuam were^ eioselx related to music 
However, since music9 except in a poetic sense,, does not 
exist without sound,^ and paintings except in a poetic sense, 
does.not exist without visual images, and since these rolls' 
deal primarily with visual images and not sound, it would 
seem to be the case that they, are more the counterparts 
of poetry.than. music for, as we shall see later, Chinese 
poetry is primarily visual and not aural, Both poetry and 1 

music move in time, but only one may move as silently as 
; .the roll and still be sister; to its poetry0 This is not 
to say ■ that musical analogies•cannot be made With:paintingi 
they certainly can* However, in any aesthetic sugge sthe si s 
one.must take care to first relate those arts which are 
most closely aklm, .

^Ibido, p s 9 0  o ■ ' ;
^Ibido, p 0 163 o
3with the possible exception of the concept of

Anff ©nmn ss.l'C e ,
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Calligraphy, Painting and Poetic Form 

Poetry in the more restricted sense, as a literary 

form, is also closely related to painting in the Chinese 

aesthetic. This is because the Chinese written language, 

which was originally derived from natural forms, has had 

a long and continuous evolution. Although they have 

become increasingly conventionalized over the centuries 

the Chinese characters still retain some vestige of their 

principal derivation: e.g., the ideogram which represents 

cart in Chinese had the following historical development: 

Each has some visual kinship with the image or idea it is 

intended to convey. For this reason Chinese characters 

are referred to as ideograms,.ideographs, or pictographs, 

i.e., pictures of ideas. Many primitive peoples and early 

civilizations, such as Babylon and Egypt, have also used 

this ideographic method of expressing ideas and natural 

forms, but the Chinese alone have raised this manner of 

expression to a supreme, well-developed art form. 

Very simply, calligraphy is the expression of 

human thought written by hand, but if one were to take the 

trouble of comparing the calligraphy of East and West he 

would discover that where the West is almost always 

.• 
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merely nsrzxametital the Ghinese offer a vismal experience 
that is laighly aesthetic „ For the Chinese this art form
is ' not:' a separate entity msei, like oemmerieal letterings,

‘ ' T ■ - 'to enhance a total presentations it is something that is
strnethrally at one with most9 if not all, of the other
'art fofms0 ' " 0 « »Calligraphy 0 0 0  besides being itself
one of the highest forms of Chinese art, is in a sense
the chief and most fundamental element in every branch of
: it* ; * * .9.Chines@ ̂ characters not only serve -the purpose of
conveying thought but also express -in a peculiar visual
way the beauty of the thought* In our Western tradition
this becomes one of the chief difficulties in uniting
poetry and painting; I shall turn to this problem in the
next' -chapter *

- . j ' The . refined Ghinese isiind, is. revolted at the sight . 
of a staticj mechanical8 or merely "meat" rendering of 
a character * What is demanded and looked for is the 
element of rhythmic, .vitality; or asymmetrical balance both 
in the manner of the brushstroke and in the total visual 
design* In Chinese monochrome painting this is exactly

1Cf * Weldon Kees and Jurgen Buesch, Wom»Verbal Com°° 
munieatlom« (University of California Press, Berkeley9 195^)

^Chiang Tee, Chinese Calligraphy  ̂ (Methuen and Go* 
Ltd * 9 London, 1938), p *l*
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what the painter is seeking in forms, and he is judged 
aeeerding to his success along these lines:

" o: ;,0 oW©' customarily speak» not- of painting a pic- 
. ture hut of -writing9 ii0 Howeyer- the theoreticians 
may argue, I heiieye that instinctively the Chinese 
think of painting and calligraphy as branches of the 
same arto o « oThe first two essentials ©f_ good 
calligraphy are a simulation of life in the strokes 
and a dynamic equilibrium in the design <> Any Chinese 

- painter would confirm that these are ,also the first . 
two essentials of painting

Painting and calligraphy are also similar in their 
approach t© subject matter, and in the materials they use 0 
Both depend upon mature . for their; source of inspiration $ 
both are based on the simplification of observed objects 
rather than on exact scientific renderings o The infinite 
atmosphere. (K 0ung)': and the harmonious distribution of 
light and dark areas (lotan) in painting function very
much as the "empty" portions of the imaginary character”
■' - 2 ' ' " ■ - ■. ' ■' ' - squares against the positive quality of the character

itself;. The materials used in writing and painting, i,e»,
black ink, ink stone, brushes, peroUs paper, and water,
are identical* The only point at which they differ is in
the; addition of color in some paintings, ,but color is
always kept at a minimum and is subordinate to the calli
graphic qualities contained therein,

^Ibido, po. 2 0 8 , ; . . ' '
^Tee, Chinese Calligraphy, p, 166,
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Im the T ang dynasty, considered, by many to be the 

Goldem Age of Ohimese culture j, the union of calligraphy and 
painting is particularly noticeable 0 ,

In th, art of the T'ang there was a conscious
effort to unite calligraphy and paintingo By this we 
must understand that painters strove for expression 
through hrushwork which had at once the life communi
cating power of lines that suggest the H y i n g  forms 
of reality and the rhythmical beauty inherent in the 
modulated sweep of a masterly writer; for to write 
the Chinese character beautifully is to have a com
mand of the brush such as any painter might envy o1-

The distinctive calligraphic quality of T'ang painting, 
with its hard, clear-cut form, may be, generally speaking, 
likened to poetry in its more restricted sense as form, 
whereas the softer color monochromes of the Sung may be 
compared to poetry in its larger sense as a mood, feeling, 
or general impression =. At any rate we have briefly consid
ered the relationship of Chinese painting with calligraphy 
and now must turn t© Chinese poetry to see how this ties in 
with calligraphy and painting.

The connection of poetry and calligraphy is not 
difficult to seeo Poetry must be written and, as we shall 
see later, Chinese poetry is primarily written to be seen 
rather than heard0 The two factors which determine the 
physical form of the poem are the calligrapher8 s ability

^Bimyom, p 0 82.
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in his chosen style1 and the nature of the character itself. 

We have already noted what great care and consideration 

the calligrapher takes in constructing his characters. 

The Chinese characters in themselves are monosylla-

bic and pictographic. They are comprised of three elements: 

thought, sound, and form. Each ideogram (visual form) 

throws an isolated picture on the mind and gives a clue to 

the m~aning or thought it is representing. Thus thought 

and form are closely allied. Sound, on the other hand, 

is relatively unimportant and usually forms a separate 

part of the character. The,portion of the character ex-

pressing sound, though visually integrated with the ideo

gr~, in itself has little and sometimes no relationship 

with the visual form expressing the object. For example, 

two of the phonetic compounds for river in Chinese are, 

1) ,~'f , H£, of which the left hand element 

~' signifies simply water, and the right hand element, 

~, Ke, the sound of water flowing. That would be 

a very wide river. , of which the left 

side also stands for water and the right, } , K1 ung, 

1The basic Chinese styles in calligraphy are 
(a) Seal Style (Chuan-Shu), (b) Official Style (Li-Shu), 
(c) Regular Style (K 1ai-Shu), (d) Running Style (Hsing
Shu), (e) Grass Style (Ts 1ao-Shu). 



for the sound of water flowing, would designate a rather 
naff ow'.rlvef a : f or K snng is -a higher' pitched"',sound, as of 
water flowing from a height, than Ho, which is the sound 
of a broad mass of,wafer flowing, more, slowlyo"^ . (These are 
by no means the only eharaeters for river®) Intonation, 
therefore, is used as a distinguiShimg feature rather than 
as a unifying" ageht ; ;' ■ r, / ' - . V

In Chinhse poetry music (sound) is sacrificed to 
' liberate: visual- beauties0 "'Since '.many, of their, verses are ■, 
of only five or seven syllables (characters) their poetry 
tends to become monotonous when read aloud and loses any 
■.aesthetic pleasure- it ’'might possess, Henee their poetry 
is written to be seen ® ' -

Its beauties of composition are for the eye, not
the ear to enjoy ® e o > reading with the eye alone,
rather than with both eye and ear, has its compen= 
sations0 The ideographs bring to the student a .

;■ ■ wealth of imagery, . a' world of meaning in form and 
• color and an interpretation which can .never be .fully

conveyed in translation

_. . .  Fora and color s we are now back to painting, : . . _
"Color", to be sure, in this sense refers to "shades" of
meaning pr poetic connotation, but it is, nonetheless,
' a-vaiid' analogy '.to make„ as Mr 0 Hart goes on to say, ; '
"Thus each poem may be likened to a Chinese painting 
which, slowly unrolled brings'.into view. a sue cession of

lyee, Chinese Calligraphyt.ppo 28, .
^Henry Hart,, Poems of:. the Hundred Names, (Stanf ord 

' hhiverslty Press, .Stanford., .Californi.a) ,- pp ® 2b-25 ®
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exquisitely drawn pieturesg each conveying a vision of 
beauty or a dream tai©»;,l̂
, Pictures* images, color and form: these are the
terms used t© explain Chinese poetry, and this is because 
of the unique development of the Chinese character* Because 
the prime objective of the scholars and calligraphers respon
sible for this development was art not religion and science, 
the character became more a vehicle for aesthetic pleasure 
than an analytic tool* Aesthetically the character can do 
so much more visually than the script or print of any other 
language that a comparison in these terms seems unfair* "A 
good Chinese charac ter is an artistic thought *

Che other'important unity of poetry and painting 
the Chinese manifest, one which perhaps holds the greatest 
promise for an aesthetic unity in the West, is the super- 
imposition and integration of written material on a picture 
plane or vice versa*

It is not surprising, when one considers the strong 
affinity between their poetry arid painting, that it should, 
occur to the Chinese to integrate the two to form a single 
presentation* However, as always, they take great pains 
to assure that the presentation will create the maximum

^Ibid* * pp, 2 5 - 2 6

2yee, Chinese Calligraphy* P * 1^*
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aesthetic effect =, Whether they are placing a pee®,
colophong or seal within a picture»' or a picture within a 

■ %poem or essayg there is a considerable amount of delibera
tion so that the end result will justify the original 
intention» It is a tribute to the Chinese aesthetic sense 
that seldom are these weddings of poetry and painting 
anything less than coneinnateo

We are indebted to the Chinese for far more than 
their cultural products» We owe to their unique habit of 
mind, their love of nature, and their persistent pursuit 
of new beauties the possibility of doing for ourselves 
what we have not yet done„ Their

, art impresses us as a whole by its cohesion, 
solidarity, order and harmony<, . .* »We. ,see
that paintings which in themselves seem slight.
Tight, and wayward are hot mere individual caprices, 
but answer to the common thoughts of men, symbolize 
some spiritual desire, have behind them the power 
of some cherished and heart-refreshing ideal, and 
are supported by links of infinite association with 
poetry, religion, yet also with the lives of » . „ 
men and women, 2

3-See frontispiece«
%inyon, p o 2 7 9  o



Chapter III 

POSSIBILITIES II WESTERN TRADITION

Imitation, Construetion, Expressions these 
are the three orientations available to the painter» 
Reality, Beaaty, Poetry, are the three godesses, 
a trinity rather than a triad whom he worships«

- low that we have seen the problems involved in 
cultural attitude arid the possible solution offered us 
by the Chinese tradition, we will take a closer look at 
the practical limitations of our own tradition that will 
inevitably modify, and thus make peculiar to ourselves, 
an aesthetic unity of poetry and painting0

Basically there are two means whereby poetry arid 
painting may be rimiteds 1) imagery, 2) form0 Since imagery 
is of a more general nature we will consider it first and 
later take up the more pressing problem of formV

Imagery ' -v V  ■ ■ ' , -
It has been said, ’’The language of images must 

not be confused with the language of words , « « The 
language of images belongs to an area of inner life that



is distinct from that of ideas, which gives suhstance to 
words e Here is a perfect example of categorical thinking„ 
How can we possibly conceive of analogies or relationships 
between the arts? How can we derive new knowledge or 
creative expressions if our "inner life" is composed of 
"distinct" boxes of images, impressions, and meanings?
If, indeed, there are such boxes, one might easily suppose 
that their walls are thin enough and composed of a material 
such that it would permit the osmosis of suggestion to 
occuro That some minds are relatively rigidly compartmen
talized is difficult to deny. However, in dealing with 
the arts, we must suppose that the difference between the 
mental image, i.e., the representation of something not 
actually present to the senses, and the visual image and 
aural image is largely in the external appearance or mode 
of the medium used and the sense==gate through which it 
passes and not so much in the "internal" effects which 
■ they createo^ ■' . - ./ ■

If one were to take Thomas Hardy's poem, "The 
Darkling Thrush,"and place it next to Pissaro's painting, 
"Gisor's Road," it would be obvious that there is very 
little similarity between them. But if. one reads the poem

•‘•I b i d y p. lOlo It is amazing that the same man 
wrote the quotation which heads this chapter.

^Internal effects here refers to poetry in the 
larger sense spoken of earlier.
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and looks, a.t the painting they begin to blend in a poetic 
mood. The poem gains from the specificity of the 
painting8is visuai image and the painting is enhanced by 
the tenor of the poem. The mental image and tone of the 
poem fuses with the visual image and tone of the painting. 
When this occurs the superficial differences of the media 
become unimportant. This is not to say that form and its 
analysis are unimportant but only that differences of form 
tend to become submerged in the aesthetic blending of two 
art forms, .V ' . ■

There are some paintings and poems, difficult, if 
not ridiculous, to justify in Combinations e,g,, Blake8s 
poem "Tiger, and Monet8 s ’’Haystack, ̂ If is also difficult, 
however, to conceive of a painting so specific in detail 
that a poem could not be written to merge with the visual 
image, or a poem so vague that a painting cound not be 
created to lend it more substance and, at the same time 
align itself with the poem s tone. The point here is that 
the poetic sense, i,e,„ the mental selection and mingling 
of images, whether derived from dirpct or vicarious expert 
ience, that creates a harmony of feeling; serves to break 
down the barriers of outward form that make each art 
medium peculiar to itself and tends to bring together those 
most closely related in mood, feeling, or content, (Fig. 1) 
The visual image is no less mental than images created in 
verse , . / - - ■ . . -



" This, notion;.Is' similarTy expressed by Jacques 
Maritairi when he speaks • of the ^extent to which it 
(painting) is true to poetic knowledgeo!l̂ He states/

o o oG-enuine paintinga while remaining strictly 
painting; attains 0 0  » to a kind ef metaphysical 
yastness and a degree of intellectuality which 
resemble those of poetryo' It does so through its 
obscure grasping, by means of creative.intuition, 
both of the workable secrets of the world of Visible 
matter and the implied or suggested inner realities 
of the world of Being**

Thus it is that imagery (visual; aural; and mental), 
grasped by poetic intuition is able to unite painting and 
poetry* This in itself might be considered sufficient for 
an aesthetic unity of poetry and painting but to enhance 
further the integration it is necessary to consider the 
possibility of bringing their divergent forms together in 
a single presentation*; \

Form and Oommon Terms
As it is difficult to speak of one'art form at any 

length without using the terminology of another art form, 
so it is difficult to consider any two art forms in isola
tion from other s. o:> There appears to. be a continuum. among 
the arts that would preelude any rigid classification of

- , ■ v , ^Creative Intuition in Art and Poetry  ̂ (Meridian ,. 
Books, Inc o; 1 o T o , 1958), p 0 96 0 .

2Ibid0



them as separate entities (Figo X» p 0 3 6 ) 0 F@r this reason, 
and. so the relativity of terminology amongst the arts may be 
understood, the following diagram is offered! It is not 
intended to suggest that this is the only possible arrange- 
■"'merit,■.-since- others-may alter it to suit their own meeds 
and understandings, but for the purposes here it is suffi
cient," ■ / ' ■

Those pairs in brackets are regarded as most close
ly akin.and refer to a particular, but not exclusive8 

sense v e h i c l e o It can readily be seen that there is an 
overlapping continuity among all the. art forms, and their 
perceiving mechanisms as well, so that the least mobile 
(sculpture) may be analyzed in terms of movement (dance,)%

..However:, since this is an extreme connection it should 
be noted that there are two different kinds of motion in- 
volved here, actual and vestigial, The art of dance employs 
actual-visual movement, whereas painting and sculpture both ■ 
embody vestigial-tactile movement, Vestigial movement 
here refers to the textural quality of the brushstroke or 
surface■ aspect. that are the remnants of motions it also

^Etienne Sourian in his "Time in the Plastic Arts, 11 
(Journal of Aesthetics and Art Criticism, vo1, VII, ; •
June 19̂ 9i> pp, 29^=307), prefers to engage this problem 
in terms of time, He speaks of Htime of contemplation,
, , ,intrinsic time, . , ,suggested time, , , ,actual time,

• , o ,time of performance, 11 Time, however, is a concept 
which seems one step removed from the real problem; it 
is not really time that concerns us in relating works of 
art but what they do in time» . , . • ,
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FIG. I
Diagram showing the relationship of the Arts
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refers t# the direetional character :of a line er e.ontour 
as it exists in spae©«

Poetryg like music, exhibits an aetaal=aural 
movement but9 -unlike■music, it also has a vestigial-visual 
aspect which can, and sometimes does, have aesthetic 
significance0 As an example of this one can-turn t© the 
poetry of William Carles Williams* In his poem "Rain"^ 
he concerns himself with the fact that a poem must be . 
seen as well as heard and incorporates visual structure 
in the poetic form* (Pig* 2g p* 38*)

In■this poem the visual pattern is built into the 
total design and becomes part of the meaning* On the 
following page is reproduced the first quarter of the 
poem with diagrams indicating the visual impact *

It will be noted'that the indented lines, com
posed of one or two words, are dropped straight from the 
line above, suggesting the falling of rain» To further 
enhance the impression of rain each line indentation is 
moved progressively to the right so that the overall 
effect of the first four stanzas, suggested by the straight 
diagonal arrow, is one of driving rain*

However, the visual form does not suggest a mere , 
cloudburst| the pattern repeats itself like an intermittent

3-Some other examples of this poet worthy of note' 
are "Perpetuum Mobiles The City,t! "The Locust Tree in 
Flower,,l and "The Waitress * ’- • -
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raiHt, This is shown by the curved arrow which returns to 
the -droppihg position*' of the first indentation and 
swings out again to begin all over» The visual pattern 
becomes more complex = It becomes apparent, in the rest of 
the poem, that there are four ,"light" areas; and four 
heavy areas suggesting the hear cessation and heavy 

downpour of a storm. This is neatly expressed in the poem 
itself at the next point of intermission in the poem,
The driying wind is gone and the rain "drips" and drops 
down, "So spreads/ the words" is an obvious indication 
oif just what he is ;doing here, (Fig, 3, p, hO,)

Dylan Thomas is another poet who has incorporated 
the visual element into his poetry^ -'Babette Deutsch 
,w:rites:,.:.v ;;;;v ;   ̂ :' : ;;

-, , oJust as George Herbert shaped his devout
poems to represent.an altar and angelic wings, so 
Thomas prints his religious lyrics in suggestive forms, 
The first is a blunted.diamond shape that may represent 
a womb of urn,. The. central word in the first of this 
group of poems which turn on the nativity, is Child, 
the last word of the final poem is die, The shape 
of the poems in the second group in the series, which 
turn on the resurrection, is unmistakably a chalice,
The chalice, which is formed of two hour-glasses, so 
that the idea Of time is involved with the idea of 
eternity, i s 6 of course, a symbol of rebirth. The 
mere appearance of the poeia on the page is open to 
several intefpretatidnS,-; - '' ‘ ' : . Z1

These are examples of suggesthesis in Which poetry
suggests, by the use of visual line, value, and composition,

^Poetry in Our Time, (Henry Holt and Co,, E. Y *, 
1952) , p, 338, ■ . p-V v '
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the mental imagery eontained within it> Since the creative 
manipulation of lime, value, shape and their overall corn- 
position has usually been reserved for painting and arts 
allied to painting, we now have the first formal connection 
between poetry and painting = Other examples of such formal 
connections will be elaborated on in the next section*

Another element common to poetry and painting, one 
more often associated with poetry and music than with 
painting, is rhythm. Rhythm is usually associated with 
the so-called ‘'time arts'* because it is generally accepted 
as having a temporal rather than a vestigial existence0 

■■However,- if we ■ignofê  "time" and again ask what rhythm 
really does, or is, we will arrive at a'definition that 
will include all the other arts as well»

Hhythm may be considered as a line of development 
ih which points of highest intensity are interspersed 
with points of lower intensity (tension and relaxation,) 
usually in an organized or regular manner® Thus it 
becomes obvious that rhythm is not only a function of 
duration but alOo on© of spatial organization (visual^ 
tactile o) Golor, line, shape, value, and texture may 
be rhythmic as well as musical notes or poetic feet® A 
fine example of this may be found in Gandido Portinarils 
"The Coffee Bearers" (figo ^) in which, one can find color, 
lime, and shape used as visual rhythm.: '

The basic rhythm of line in this painting may be
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A rte x t Print No. 308 THE COFFEE BEARERS— C a n d id o  Portinari (Brazilian) ©  A r te x t Prints, Inc.
Printed in U. S. A . Private Collection W e stp o rt, Conn.

Fig. 4
Analysis of Poetic Form in "The Coffee Bearers"



compared to iambic trimeter in poetry. The alternating 

character of line in the waists of male and female as it 

progresses from left to right across the picture plane 

. ,/-,/-,/-creates the following rhythm: ~ ~ ~ 

This is echoed directly above in the alternating pattern 

of line created by the collars of the men and the straight 

lines directly above the faces of the women. 

Shape in this painting follows a similar iambic 

pattern, but there is ~ contrast in stress in the total 

composition. The burdens the men carry create a trochaic 
' - I - I -

foot: ~~, , which is set in opposition 

to the iambic foot created by 

the pi~ture: 
(/JJJ t!/lJ 

f/ll!J 9 

the shoes 
(!//) 

(//D. 

in the bottom of 

Color gives a sense of rhythm through its alter-

nating ~ntensity of hue, e.g., the white of the men against 

the intervening sobriety of color found in the garments 

of the women. The development of the orange hues, as 

shown, creates a rhythm that may be compared to the strophe 

of free verse. 

In free verse rhythm is the only necessary formal 

element: a flow in one direction with a compensatory flow 

in another direction. The strophe is the completed round. 

Though the cadences which compose the strophe may move at 

varying tempos, as a general rule, if the round takes ~ 

minutes to complete, the poem should be in the vicinity 

of the half-way point in .2!!.!. minute. H. D.'s poem 
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110read 11 is an example of this: 

cadences 

Whirl up, sea 1 
Whirl your pointed pines 2 

Strophe Splash your great pines } 
On our rocks, --------------- 3 
Hurl your green over us, 4 
Cover us with your pools of fir. 1 5 

In the "Coffee Bearers" are two separate sequences 

of orange hues each roughly corresponding to a semi-circle. 

One is defined by the heads of the smaller figures, the 

other by the paired hues which sweep upward and culminate 

' in the pair of faces behind the large figure in purple. 

Though one sequence "moves" faster.than the other, each 

covers about the same amount of ground and, taken together, 

they form a complete round or strophe. 

The last two elements of poetic form we will consi-

der in relation to painting are alliteration and rime. 

Alliteration may be defined as the repetition of components 

which exactly correspond in quality. From the standpoint 

of poetry this is not a complete definition, as the 

question of position is not stated, but if we consider the 

relation to be between sound and color2 rather than letter 

1cited by Amy Lowell, Tendencies in Modern American 
Poetry, (MacMillan Co., N.Y., 1917), pp. 264-265. 

2Not only color but the other graphic elements 
such as line, shape, value, etc. may also be alliterated. 



and color the definition is satisfactory. Rime may be 

regarded as the repetition of components that are similar 

in quality. Cadmium yellow deep and yellow ochre, or a 

circle and an ovoid shape may be rimed no less artisti-

cally and effectively than sperm and ~· 

Examples of both these formal constituents may be 

found in Paul Klee's "Indian Story" (Fig. s.) In this 

painting Klee restricts himself to geometric figures and, 

with the exception of .the background, the colors red, 

blue,_ and black. Every shape is used at least twice and 

one, the circle, twenty-four times. Thus with a few basic 

elements which he repeats singly and in combination, 

elements which also vary in size and position, he is able 
,. ) 

to create a basic literal unity. 

Literal here is used in its sense as pertaining to 

letters or alphabetic characters. The analogy between his 

geometric figures and an alphabet is quite clear. If we 

follow our definitions of alliteration and rime it becomes 

apparent that he is using these poetic devices also. The 

figur~ , in the first line at the top, is repeated three 

times; since the color and shape are identical in all three 

we have_an example of alliteration. One can also see this 

device being used with the red circles, the blue, and 

other figures throughout the picture. 

Rime, i.e., repetition ·of similar elements, is 

most obvious in the combined large circle and triangle 
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Fig. 5 
Paul Klee: "Indian Story" 
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figure found, near ttie beginning of the first line and again 
near the end of the last line. The only difference is 
the reversal of color. Another example of rime may be 
observed in the last quarter Of the first and third lines.

There are many more examples of both alliteration 
and rime in this work, but these few are sufficient to 
make the point. A strong analogy may also be made to 
music in this painting$ however, the title here indicates 
the literal intention of the painter.

The. use of these poetic devices in painting need 
not be as blatant as they are here and, as a matter of 
fact, they usually are not, In any case the creation, and 
often the appreciation, of a painting may be enriched by 
considering these poetic elements.

One other term, one which traditionally "belongs" 
more to painting than to poetry, should be clarified here. 
Often the term color is used in poetry to denote vari
ations in meanings of words or phrases, as was noted in 
the last chapter, but it is also used of "words or descrip
tions strong in concrete suggestiveness or vivid in respect 
to the images which they arouse; as, dialect may suggest 
local c o l o r . A s  rhetorical modes or figures colors also 
denote ornaments or embellishments of style or diction.
For this reason we shall define color as the quality of a

•̂Webster 8s New International Dictionary. Second
edition, unabridged, 19^9o



work of att; whieli excites the imagination by its suggestive 
power, vague as well as concrete, and by the variety of 
images pr tone that augment this suggestive aspect.
This, definition will of f er usef ul clues when we come to 
the problem of uniting poetry and painting within a single 
format o ' ; ' - ; ' * : ' '

' Host, of the majof terms common to both art forms 
in questioh have now been defined and discusseds Imagery, 
movement, visual structure (shape, line, and value,) rhythm, 
rime, alliteratiori, and color. A discussion of the opera
tive limitations and possibilities of an aesthetic unity 

; using' - the se .definitions - as 'eur - tools is now. in order.'

Practical Suggesthesis
The theoretical relations of poetry and painting 

and some practical, applicatipns of these relations have 
already been examined0 Sow what ■are the expediencies to 
follow in order to realize our objective using the mater
ials and concepts of Western civilization? The following 
discussion will assume that the objective is a physical 
union of the two forms ;s©: as to create' an organic unityc

For the sake of simplicity the requirements for an
aesthetic fusion of the two arts may be ■'categorized■' into 
four creative necessities; alignment of imagery, choice of 

, poetic- form, choice of . visual form, and .calligraphy.
The first necessity, alignment of imagery, requires
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the brimgimg together. of written and "risual material that 
closely correspond in feeling, mood, or atmosphere, or 
images that suggest the thought to be expressed» It 
would be hopeless to attempt.to Unite in form the "Mona 
Lisa" and "The Face on the Barroom Floor" unless, of 
course, the creative intention is satire, A fairly obvious 
example of an "appropriate" welding together of imagery 
may be found in Millet8 s "The Man with the Hoe" and the 
poem of Edwin Markham by the same name0 If one should 
take the time it is surprising how many poems and paintings 
he can find in our own culture that are, merely by chance, 
similar in thought or imagery.\ This being a highly sub
jective matter, depending to some extent on experiential 
background and personal attitude, it must be left to the 
discretion of the individual to decide just which works 
are most suitable for aesthetic fusion. Yet even the 
creative artist, once having been moved to express, must 
begin either with poetry or painting, and if the desired 
result is a suggesthesiseof both then he too must depend 
upon a fitting cohesion of imagery for a successful 
presentation o .

The second necessity revolves about the choice of 
poetic form:. The greatest limitation here is in the 
physical length of the poem„ -Long poems, especially those 
traditionally classified as epic and dramatic, do not lend 
themselves easily to a visual presentation unless one is



willing and ambitious enough t© become involved in historic 
muralso In lieu of such grandiose schemes we must content 
ourselves with the possibilities inherent in poetry of a 
less pretentious nature„ Each of the experimental poetry 
produced since 1 9 0 # tends toward the shorter forms»
Symbolic representation, the concept of Simultaneism. the 
distillation of everyday, natural, social, and individual
experiences into concise, concrete images, and the interest
in the individual psyche, subjective mood, and psychologi
cal portraiture have all helped to produce a trend in
which comparatively short forms predominate. Of these 
forms the more condensed are not only mere easily accommo-= 
dated within a format of relatively modest size, but are 
also more amenable to the suggestic process than are the 
dramatic poems and poems of more heroic proportions <, The 
forms derived from Simultaneism and Imagism will be further 
elucidated in the following pages 0 ' . ./:. .''-

It is interesting to note that Chinese poetry is 
also largely composed of these shorter forms* Chinese 
poetry is charged with the brief;but intense cries of 
parted friends and 0 Id age, and, as often, sings its lyric 
eulogies to natural beauty* It is this kind of poetry we 
frequently find associated with their painting*

The next requisite to the union of the two arts is 
the; .choice, of visual organization* Here we have essen
tially four possible combinations with which to begins



1) the poem and: picture on one format but separate as to 
.bapkgroand, 2)- the poem superimposed oh the painting or 
part of the painting, or the painting superimposed on the 
poem in the ease of a transparent medium such as water 
color* 3) the distribution over the painting of words, 
lines, and stanzas in terms of visual composition (value, 
shape * iine,, ,et C'«, or the poem creating the painting by . 
itself in these terms, and h) the' distribution - of visual 
images aĵ d the above (no 9 3) elements of Verse on a com
mon ground or in a positive=>negatiVe space relationship«,

The first of these choices is probably the least 
interesting» It is almost like tagging a long title on a 
painting and demands little of the creative imagination o 
It is, nevertheless, a possibility0 .

The second is the•one which the Chinese are in the 
habit of hssingo It necessitates the artistic consider™ 
ations of proper placement and relative scale* In the 
West, however, we cannot depend upon the visual impact of 
the words or syllables per se* Still this is a more com
plex and, possibly, a more pleasing arrangement than the

This third choice is even more complex and has the 
potential of being more aesthetically satisfyingThe 
creative manipulation of words, lines and stanzas offers a 
further challenge to both the artist and the percipient»
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This use of visual poetry is very similar to what William 
Carlos Williams does with some of his poetry (p» 38) with 
the exception that here it would be placed on or under a 
painting of comparable or corroborant imagery«

In connection with this third visual combination 
of poetry and painting it should be understood that the 
interest of Williams and Thomas in the visual aspect of 
poetry is not unique to them« There is a robust cultural 
inheritance that enables many contemporary poets to be 
active in this particular interest o Shortly after the 
turn of the nineteenth century the concept of Simultanelsm 
was evolved which was to have far reaching consequences9 
not only in poetry but in painting and music as well«

Simultanelsm has been defined as M „ <, .an effort to 
retain a moment of experience without sacrificing its logi=> 
cally unrelated variety.' This concepts, which produced 
Cubism in painting, affected poetry by breaking down the 
traditional logic of grammar and substituting for it an 
ideographic:logic, a logic based on spatial disposition.

In poetry it. . .means an effort to neutralize, the 
passage of time involved in the act of reading. The 
fragments of a poem are deliberately kept in a random 
order to be reassembled in a single instant of consci
ousness. An unusual typographical image on the page 
can help suggest this instantaneous experience and 
dissipate the temporal aspect of the.reading.2

^Hoger Shattuck. The Banquet Years* (Harcourt, 
Brace, and Co., W. Y., 1958), p. 238.

^Ibid.
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The poet-painter-oritie Guillaume Apollinaire was 

one of the first modern poets to experiment with this 
concepto His acute Understanding of Cubism plus his own 
ability- as a-painterj, which endowed him with a sense of 
plasticity and freedom of invention, strongly affected his 
work as a poet, ,

- He achieved the final dismemberment of poetry as 
.exposition in the 'Galligrammatic* style, often un

deniably effective, sometimes merely cute, The 
visual aptness of these poems is seldom matched by 
appropriate qualities of sound, which Apollinaire 
could easily have produced. His ideogrammic idea did 
not find such disciplined application as we find later 
in e , e, cummings, Ezra Pound, and Charles Olson,

The influences of Siraultaneisra and Xmagism are felt 
throughout much of the later poetic fields of action. In 
the case of Cummings Beutsch writes,

•'{'He)' was : never 'associated' with the Xmagists but 
his work exemplifies their principles. The device 
that particularly linkd him with those poets who 

: went back to the Chinese in their search for a style 
is his combination of a private punctuation with a 
unique typography, One recalls the 'tale8 of Lewis 
Carroll’s mouse curling down to a pinpoint on the 
page. But cummings was after sharper and subtler 
effects. His closest kinship is with Apollinaire, not 
the Apollinaire who wrote a lyric about rain in 
streaming lines, but the poet who manipulated his 
syllables, and his very alphabet so as to surprise the 
observer into instantaneous grasp of an experience,%

The example she gives from among his works is the one about
the thrown-away Christmas trees

llbid,
^Beutsch, p. Ill,
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"iho position of 'very* associates it not only with 
9 silyory1 but with /bright9 and with part of the mystery 
of XmaSo The position of 9X 8 helps, to suggest the ambi
guity of the pretty t r a s h , T h i s  is not to mention the 
esoteric reference to the "Mas)'ter/ !" fragmented near 
the middle of the poem = Hans Helms is another contemporary 
poet whose poetic operations are sometimes demonstrative 
of this principle of simultaneism^

The fourth approach to the visnal anion of poetry 
and painting is the same as the third approach in regard to 
the poetry, but the painting, instead of being a background

Albid,, ppo li2-113. - .
Imre AhnlesgwoW,M Hew Departures, Mo, 2/3 (I960)
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or foreground for the poetry, become s itself disintegra
ted into a variety of sizes, shapes, values, color, and 
imagery, This demands, even on a relatively large format, 
paintings, or parts of paintings,^ of relatively small 
size. This approach also requires, aesthetically, that 
there be some visual relationship between the words per se 
and the visual image (painting) they are associated with.

. These small paintings need not be kept within 
strict formats of their own since, ;in the, last analysis, 
they are all together on a common plane and supposedly 
related to' each other arid to-the poetry = Here again we 
may confer with the Chinese„ It was the practice of some 
of their most noted painters to allow the painting 
to-generate visually beyond the limits of the format. Their 
Six-panelled screens are a case in point. Although each 
panel of the screen is a complete painting in itself, the 
adjacent paintings (panels) allow of a continuous visual 
experience. (This feature of their painting may also be 
noticed in works that were Intended to stand by themselves.) 
The Chinese obviously did not consider this suggested pene
tration of the format as a violation of the picture plane; 
they merely disregarded the format as an aesthetic limi
tation . And so might we. By such subtle means the per
cipient may experience at« once both aesthetic satisfaction

- ^This may, of course, be applied to drawing,
prints, pastels, collage, etc., as well as painting.
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and psychological expectation as ■when one is confronted 
with the works of a poet who uses ambiguous images ©r 
metaphorsj, or when one meets a lovely but questionably 
accessible womano It is quite possible in the fourth 
approach to use this Chinese method to unite poetry and 
painting = By allowing the painting to ntiake over" from 
the poem at intervals there would be an apparent verbal 
discontinuity^ But this disruption would not be real0 
Where the poem temporarily leaves off the picture begins; 
the poem later continuing in a different vein but sugges- 
tically related to the visual image from which it emanates»
Ass A ' / I AnSen SI ■ -  ̂ : J

I P©<g m  , | , ; F@@m j
This diagram is of course schematic and therefore 

gives only the most elementary description of the process 
involved* The A and B of the poem may fuse with the 
and B]_ of the painting in an almost infinite variety of 
ways * Both the visual aspect and the imagery of the poetry 
and painting admit of broad interpretation, even in 
specific examples* However, the character of the callig
raphy in the poetry should, to some significant degree, 
emulate th® nature of the brushstroke in the painting *
(The words themselves may also visually relate to the 
emotional tone which they verbally intend to convey * More 
will be said of this later *) The imagery of lines A and B 
may unite with the imagery of Aj and B^ in somewhat the



following wayo For the purpose of explication the poem, 
"All the Smoke, n by Eli Siegel^- will be used*

It must be remembered that the two small peri
meters shown in Pig. 7, p. 59, are only symbolic of tiae 
paintings and in no way are they intended to convey the 
impression that the paintings must be retained within a 
strict conformation. As with the Chinese panel paintings 
it would probably be to the advantage of the entire presen
tation if they were met so regulated. Por example, in the 
first line ©f the poem each word might become progressively 
larger and darker with the final word, Rising, apparently 
engulfed in a dark irregular mass of color dominating the 
upper right portion of the largest perimeter which, in the 
diagram, contains the two smaller ones. With imagination 
many possible variations may be conceived using only this 
one poem as a point of departure.

The entire process of alternation between the two 
mediums of poetry and painting is also subject to the 
common formal elements mentioned earlier in the chapter.
The painting may contain the same basic rhythm of the poem, 
and the poem may by its visual manipulation relate to the 
painting. If, along with this, the poem and paintings 
together are organized in terms of a larger composition 
then the total presentation would produce the aesthetic

% o t  Afternoons Have Been in Montana, (Definitions 
Pres?, H. Y . , 1 9 5 7 )» P- 26.
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All the smoke
Rising dark, nebulous 

clouds increa
sing in density 
toward the top.

Bismoke stacks 
indicated

From McKeesport Pa

industrial city 
with whistles 
blowingof an
sunset

beneath 
smoke or 
through smoke

afternoon

in twilight

two pounds
NET

Fig. 7
Schematic Example Showing the Union 

of Poetry and Painting in the Fourth Approach



effect of consistencyo
The question of the appearance of the words them

selves in such a project is an interesting one. Words in 
our Western tradition are primarily used as vehicles for 
the transmission of mental images, i.e., images not imme
diately present to the senses. But, since written words 
impinge upon the sense of sight, their meaning may be 
augmented or diminished by a realization of their visual 
value. Most words carry with them not only a physical 
generic meaning but an emotional or tonal, generic sug
gestion, To be sure this tonal suggestion varies with the 
individual, but there is usually enough cultural agreement 
in a given language so that such tonal communication 
remains cogent, In effect, the visual value of a word is 
the degree to which its emotional tone may be, or is, 
conveyed by- manlpulatirig the word graphically, If the tone 
of xfhat is being written is heavy, dark or cumbersome the 
calligraphy would be correspondingly thick, dark or 
awkward, '

The visual use of this emotional potential of 
words may be seen in some of the poetry of Kenneth Patchen, 
In his poem "How to be an A r m y t h e ,  word BLOOD stands out 
boldly as being not only an important part of what is 
expressed but, in its blackness, strengthens the macabre

^Hurrah Tor Anything, (Jonathan Williams, 
Highlands, 1957), P° 8 2 ,



tone of mood of what was meant by the poet when he used 
that wordo The rows of crosses beneath this word -serve 
to support this interpretationo

Patchen also uses the fourth approach of mingling 
poetry and visual images (drawings instead of paintings) in 
some of his Worko The presentation is something like a 
cartoon that/heads a short and often humorous poem as in 
"The Little Han with the Wooden Hair" but occasionally 
he will distribute visual images throughout the poem as 
in "How to be an Army" and "The Impatient Explorer,,11 ̂
There is a childlike crudity and charm in the drawings, but 
the poems belle any innocence of experience<> The drawings 
are therefore used to illustrate particular images in the 
poem* It should be noted, however, that the curious 
mixture of phantasy and "reality," presented by the con
trast between the sophisticated suggestions:of the poetry 
and the suggestions of innocence manifested in the drawings 
does net necessarily constitute a contradiction^ This 
mixture actually enables the poet to "say" more about his 
subject and so endows his experiences and attitudes with 
a livelier and more complete expression<,

The idea, in the fourth approach, of aligning the 
imagery of the paintings with that of poetic phrases,

IMd^ , p a 132<,
^Ibid ,, p , lj-6 o
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lines, or words rather than conveying the impression of an 
entire poem by an entire painting, as in the third approach, 
opens tip another possibility for tintting poetry and paint
ing. When the imagery becomes more specific than general 
the importance of imagist poetry, spoken of earlier, 
becomes apparent.

It is strange that in modern British and American 
poetry Imagism was abandoned as a movement because it was 
weak in strdcture and in modern painting the non-objective 
or formally abstract is sometimes deprecated because it is 
little else but structural» It is strange because both of 
these forms are fundamentally related. Both are presen
tational rather than representational and both involve a 
high degree of abstract re-creation« 'Perhaps the "faults" 
of each could be overcome by the combination of both. The 
"formless" clarity of Imagism has the advantage of being 
unencumbered by considerations of strict formality. The 
formal qualities of non-objective or abstract-expressive 
painting are free from picayune detail or photographic 
imagery (as in trompe 1* oeuil) and are thus able to 
devote themselves to the structuring of moods, e,g ,, the 
restful contemplation of some of Mondrian1s work or the 
wistful humor of Paul Klee, This uniting of the mental 
image replete with its specific detail and visual structure 
seems to be a direction worth following.
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At this point we may confer with our definition of 

colora Whether one prefers, in artistic treatment, the 
idiom of the contemporary, academic aesthetic with its 
frantic gusto proclaiming a "lively" soul in a state of 
unoareful caution, or the quiet, contemplative charm of 
"natural" explication, or some intermediate treatment, 
this fourth approach gives us the greatest possibility 
of coloro Hot only may the suggestive power of the words 
and phrases be multiplied by their visual manipulation but 
there is the added color of a variety of actual visual 
images that must be integrated in a similar manner.

The final requirement in the suggesthesis of 
poetry and painting is attention to calligraphic quality. 
When the quality of writing must relate in some visual 
way to visual images there is no pat answer and a good 
deal of experimentation is necessary.

We do not have the easy resolution to this issue 
that the Chinese have. As we noted their written expres- 
sion is intrinsically; visual and easily accommodated in 
painting. The chief aesthetic value of the written word in 
the West depends on sound. Since it is music and not visr> 
uai imagery that is predominant in our languages. Western 
calligraphy has succeeded in being only visually decora
tive , Moreover, when we speak of a "good hand" we cus
tomarily refer to a standard of neatness and legibility 
and not to any aesthetic value the writing may have.
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In order to contend with th^se limitations successfully it 
is necessary to turn to graphic composition and the 
exigencies of Western calligraphy„

We have already entertained, the possibility of 
composing words, lines» and stanzas in terms of graphic 
organization and also in terms of emotional tone. Rather 
than attempt to structure writing pietorially, which 
could take centuries to develop, we may regard a poem as 
a shape having value and sometimes color« The value of a 
stanza or group of words and lines may be controlled and 
varied by internal spacing of words and lines and by 
variations in the thickness of brush or pen stroke. The 
shape of the poem can be arranged into any desired design 
so long as the continuity essential to the meaning of the 
poem is retained, with the exception of simultanist 
poetry which avoids traditional continuity and may there
fore be arranged in any way that is propitious». ••

In respect to calligraphy the idiom of personal 
penmansihip, brushwork,, or perhaps varied typefaces, is 
to be preferred to the consistent use of type or Com
mercial lettering of any kind, This would allow a greater 
range of visual expression and reduce the stifling rigidity 
that is concomitant with the standards of neatness, 
legibility, and nicety of line.
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It has not been the intention in the preceding 
discussion to lay down any laws or principles of aesthetics 
but rather to scan the basic problems and general possibi
lities inherent in an artistic and aesthetic unity of poetry 
and paintingo Though the limitations appear to.be severe, 
the potential within these limitations warrants further 
investigations It is left to others who may be interested 
to correct, modify, or advance from the notions and prac
tices herein suggested. It is hoped, at last, that the 
schematics and categories resorted to here will not be 
taken too literally* ;

Those who feel that it is unrealistic or, perhaps, 
not proper to attempt to unite separate and diverse art 
forms may be reminded that:

Higher literary and art criticism has long held it 
lawful artistically to look for musical analogies in 
poetry and poetic analogies in painting and for 
pietoral analogies in both poetry and music * Artists 
and art critics do not need philosophers to realize 
that such.lofty speculations are possible; it is 
however to be hoped that philosophy will some day 
discover the reasons why, in their own order, these 
Speculations are not only legitimate, but sources of 

> the ttighest among the: joys accessible to understanding.

^Etienne Gilson. Painting and Reality. (Meridian 
Books, Inc., F. Y., 1959), P» 6 3 *



GLOSSARY

1. Actual motion - the apprehension of an entity 
or the quality of an entity as it extends itself in time.

2. Aesthetic - that quality in a work of art 
which reflects and arouses the most essential and/or most 
delightful aspects of an experience or idea. The term 
aesthetic is used in this thesis to include both: a) the 
artistic effectiveness in producing this quality, and b) the 
perceptual insight in recognizing it.

3• Alliteration - the repetition of components 
which exactly correspond in quality, as A  , , /S • 0^ 0  0 ,

the musical sounds A, A, A, or the letters ^ ^ . (Some 
liberty has been taken with this term in regard to its 
definition in poetry. This deviation, however, merely 
makes the term more inclusive and does not appreciably 
alter the customary definition.)

4. Color - that quality in a work of art which 
excites the imagination by its suggestive power, vague as 
well as concrete, and by the variety of images or tones 
that augment this suggestive aspect.
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5o’ / Mental image ~ the representation ef some
thing hot actually present to the senses,

6 0  Perceptual material ° basic sense data upon 
which experiences are ordered or with which experiences 
a.re created V ; ; -V: ' ::  ̂ \

7o Poetic sense ° the mental selection and sub
sequent mingling of images that creates a harmony of; f eel- 
ing dr a consistent attitude* .

8„ Poetry - This term is used as eithers a) .
(broad sense) a sensitive1 expression of essentials, a quiet, 
vague, suggestion of an atmosphere or, simply, the mood of 
an experience, or b) (narrow sense) a literary form which .
sometimes has strict rules defining its use,

/ 9». Quality - that aspect of an entity, experience, dr
work of art that does not change in time or dimension« A 
particular red is that'red whether it appears in a small 
circle or large square * The musical tone A is A whether it 
is heard ten minutes apart, at ^ 0  vibrations per second, or 
880 vibrations per second* Quality also refers to the 
essence of a thing in its totality, i»e., its character in 
terms of c omposition, design. Intention, and organic unity *



10, Rime -the repetition of components which 
are similar in qgalitvs in poetry* the words few, grew, 
and too; in painting, the colors Maples yellow, cadmium, 
yellow light, and yellow ochre; in music, the tones C, E, 
and G-d Rime, therefore, is what we consider to foe har
monic, rather than equivalent, in quality,

11, Rhythm - a  line of development in which 
points of highest intensity are interspersed with points 
of lower intensity (tension and relaxation) usually in an 
organized or regular manner. Rhythm also refers to the 
frequency with which these points occur»

12, Slmultaneism - an early twentieth century 
movement in art which in effect attempted to "retain a 
moment of? experienee- without sacrificing its logically 
unrelated variety," SimuItameism is, therefore, the im
mediate presentation of several sequential facets of an 
experience,

13, Strophe - in verse, the complete turning of 
a poem through several cadences« Though the tempo of the 
cadences may vary, the strophe must be nearly half com
pleted by the time the middle of the poem is reached.



o Saggesthes1s - the revelation of new rela
tions between things, events9 or eoneepts that creates a 
new attitudes mood, or system of knowledge» Suggesthesis 
is probably realized by a mental process that is at once 
both intellectually passive and contemplatively active. 
Suggesthesis is related to both "free association," and 
nday-drearningo" The suggesthetie process is, however, 
subject to an ordering or forming principle which gives 
to new disceveyies the appearance of consistencyo

15o Vestigial motion - the textural quality er 
surface aspect of an entity that exhibits the remnants of 
motion, , . ' ' '
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